Abstract-A tunable delay of ultrashort laser pulses in semiconductor waveguide structures are demonstrated in cascaded amplifying and absorbing semiconductor waveguides and compared with a single sectioned waveguide. The single sectioned waveguide shows a low transmission at the maximum delay. This is effectively avoided with the cascaded waveguide configuration, where it is demonstrated viable achieving a net pulse delay while maintaining a transmission of unity. For both types of devices, a pulse advancement is observed, at large pulse energies, that existing models are unable to account for.
I. INTRODUCTION
T UNABLE optical pulse propagation delay lines have for long been a missing element in the communication systems and signal processing community, as they offer a range of advantages compared to electronic solutions [1] . A demonstration of ultra slow light (57.5 m/s) at room temperature in a solid was reported in [2] and was based on coherent population oscillations (CPOs) [3] . The impressive result, however, comes at the cost of a very narrow bandwidth ( 36 Hz), and is thus not suitable for communication purposes. The same technique was later exploited in semiconductor waveguides [4] , [5] , reaching bandwidths of several gigahertz. For ultrafast pulses on the order 100 fs, a delay/advancement is possible due to saturation of the absorbing/gain medium, respectively [6] , [7] . Here, the leading edge of the pulse envelope is subject to stronger amplification/absorption compared to the tail of the pulse due to saturation of the medium. In this case, using an absorber, the pulse is reshaped with the center envelope being shifted compared to the original pulse. The same effect was exploited in [8] , where it was shown that by prechirping the pulse, the achievable pulse advancement could be drastically increased. However, because it requires pulse compressors/stretchers, this technique is not yet feasible for achieving monolithically integrated devices that allow for controllable pulse delays. In general, the major drawback of the absorption saturation technique is that a large delay is associated with a large pulse absorption. On the other hand, pulse advancement is associated with pulse amplification, and one might naturally ask what happens when combining two such materials. In this letter, we experimentally demonstrate the possibility for delaying ultrafast pulses in a monolithically integrated device with a transmission of unity, by cascading semiconductor optical amplifiers (SOAs) with electroabsorbers (EAs). Furthermore, we demonstrate that for large pulse energies, pulse advancement occurs for an amplifying as well as an absorbing device, in contrast to what is expected from the gain saturation picture, where only the amplifying medium implies pulse advancement.
II. DEVICE STRUCTURES AND EXPERIMENTAL METHOD
The ridge waveguide devices investigated are based on an active material of compressively strained InGaAsP quantum wells (QWs), with a ground state transition at 1530 nm, embedded in a positive-intrinsic-negative (PIN)-type structure. The waveguides are single moded with an average modal area of roughly 3 m and angled by 7 relative to the end facets to avoid back-reflections. To further minimize reflections, the facets are antireflection coated. Two devices were investigated: one 500-m-long waveguide (device I) consisting of a single QW with a single contact while the other (device II) has five QWs with separately contacted sections of the waveguide allowing for individually applied voltages on separate parts of the waveguide (see Fig. 1(a) ). Here, the first and last section (as seen by the pulse) are forward biased such that these sections are amplifying, whereas the middle section is reverse biased to make it absorbing. The samples were mounted on a copper heat sink cooled to 18 C. Near transform limited pulses with a full-width at half-maximum of 180 fs and a center wavelength of 1530 nm were injected into the waveguide using high numerical aperture lenses giving a measured incoupling efficiency of 0.37. A variable metallic neutral density filter was used to attenuate the pulse over more than five orders of magnitude. It was checked that the filter did not itself induce distortion of the pulse amplitude profile. Also the optical transit time of the filter was measured to be independent of the attenuation within an accuracy of 3 fs.
A heterodyne detection scheme was used to perform crosscorrelation measurements of the transmitted pulse with a reference pulse propagating outside the waveguide [6] . A series of measurements, with fixed applied bias, were performed, measuring the transmitted pulse envelope as a function of input pulse energy. The results were fitted with a Gaussian function from which both amplitude and delay were extracted. The relative pulse delay was set to zero at the lowest input pulse energy, since no shift is expected in the small signal regime where the medium does not saturate. Fig. 2 shows the measured pulse delay and absolute transmission of device I as a function of pulse energy coupled in to the waveguide (coupling losses are subtracted) for four different applied bias levels. For the bias levels of 1 and 0 V, where the device is absorbing, pulse delays are observed. This is in good agreement with the picture of a pulse shift arising from a stronger absorption of the front of the pulse compared to the tail of the pulse. A maximum pulse delay of 90 fs was measured for a pulse energy near 1 pJ, however, it comes at the cost of 10-dB attenuation. As the pulse energy is increased, we expect the absorption saturation to take place at an earlier stage of the pulse thereby eventually diminishing the induced shift. For the measurements, we observe a pulse advancement at the highest input energies for all applied bias, in contrast to what we would expect. To signify this, we fitted the measured transmission using a model, based on gain saturation, describing the propagation of the intensity envelope [3] (1) where is the pulse intensity envelope described in the moving frame with , where is the group velocity, is the spatial coordinate along the waveguide, and is the true time. Furthermore, is the small signal material gain, and describe waveguide loss (WGL) and two-photon absorption (TPA), respectively, while is the integrated intensity envelope normalized with the saturation energy per unit area . Solid lines in Fig. 2 represent fits of the transmission based on (1). Here was allowed to vary between the four measurement series, as this phenomenological parameter is expected to vary with applied bias. The fitting parameters and , on the other hand, were fixed in all four measurement series. The simulated pulse shift was extracted in an analogous fashion to the experiment, i.e., by fitting the pulse envelope with a Gaussian function. Hence, only the transmission was fitted, i.e., the delay was extracted from the corresponding simulated pulse envelope. Comparing the measured transmission to theoretical values, good agreement is seen, while for the extracted delays, clear deviations between theory and experiment are observed for the strongest pulse energies.
III. RESULTS
The drawback that the long delays are accompanied with large transmission losses was successfully avoided with the cascade configuration of device II. These measurements were performed with a fixed applied bias corresponding to 17 A/mm on the amplifying sections, being well above the transparency current. Three series of measurements were performed for the bias levels, 0, 1, and 3 V, applied to the middle section, all of which turn the section absorbing. The results are shown in Fig. 3 as a function of input pulse energy (coupling losses are subtracted) with solid lines representing fits of the transmission using (1) . Looking at the measured delay, device II shows similar behavior as device I, with a maximum delay of 70 fs. However, the maximum delay at 3 V is, as opposed to device I, achieved with a transmission of roughly 1. Comparing the measured transmission with the fits, it seems that the model captures quite well the saturation properties of the pulse. Regarding the delay (bottom), there are qualitative differences between measurements and model. We note that fitting the three data sets of device II can lead to somewhat dubious fit parameters, due to the few data points compared to the number of fitting parameters. Also, some of the fit parameters may serve as effective parameters since, e.g., the saturation energy may depend on the carrier density that is subject to drastic changes at high pulse energies. Similar to device I, it seems that the pulse is advanced for all EA bias at the highest pulse energies. This effect could be attributed a large saturation energy of the SOAs, however, this would not explain the observed pulse advancement of device I in the absorbing regime. Furthermore, the effect was repeatedly observed for all measured devices, and we therefore tentatively attribute this to refractive index nonlinearities in combination with dispersion (see discussion below). In this regime, the transmission is of equal magnitude for all bias settings due to the dominating contribution of TPA. The delay, on the other hand, differs by roughly 100 fs, thus allowing for a temporal shift of more than 100 fs without significant changes in output power. However, at such high input energies, pulse distortion starts to occur. This is seen in Fig. 4 where the measured cross correlation intensity envelopes are plotted for a bias of 3 V giving the strongest pulse distortion. At the pulse energy giving the maximum delay, however, no significant pulse distortion occurs.
Considering the measured pulse delay of the two devices, the simplified model of (1) is in qualitative agreement with the measurements for low pulse energies, but fails at the highest pulse energies. Well-known processes of the carrier dynamics were left out of (1) such as carrier heating (CH) and spectral hole burning (SHB), which become increasingly important for the saturation properties at high peak intensities [9] . Based on this consideration, we performed calculations based on a more rigorous model, similar to [10] . However, this approach did not give rise to any significant changes compared to the simplified model. We believe the most crucial simplification in (1) is the neglection of gain dispersion. This leads to a coupling between the instantaneous frequency and the gain experienced by the pulse. It has earlier been shown that this contribution becomes important for short pulses ( 100 fs) and long waveguides even for weak pulses, where the carrier dynamics scales linearly with the pulse energy [11] . This could lead to significantly different predictions of the pulse transmission at high input energies, compared to the simplified (1).
IV. CONCLUSION
Pulse delay and advancement of 180-fs laser pulses transmitted through QW optical amplifiers were measured as a function of input pulse energy. Two types of devices were used, with the first consisting of a single waveguide section and the latter consisting of cascaded absorbing and amplifying sections. The single-section device showed a maximum delay of 90 fs, however, with a low transmission. This was effectively avoided with the cascaded device, where a net delay of 70 fs was achieved without any net change of the pulse energy. The two devices were compared with a simple model based on gain saturation. Qualitative agreement was observed for low input pulse energies, while clear deviations were present at large input energies; i.e., a pulse advancement was observed at high pulse energies that could not be described by standard gain saturation effects.
